
INDEPENDENT 
READING

Students should keep books flat so 
that teacher can monitor progress
Students are reading the entire time
Stay comfortable in one spot
Quietly reading to self
Get started right away
Work on reading stamina

Student expectations

Classroom library positioned away 
from class activity for better 
management
Clearly organize and label the library
Limit the number of students at the 
library at one time
Clearly post class library 
expectations

Classroom Environment

For best engagement and growth during 
independent reading, students should read 
from a text they can access with 
approximately 98% accuracy
Students self select books within their 
independent reading level
Teachers should identify student Lexile 
levels and student interests to support book
selection
Teach students strategies for selecting best 
fit books 

Selecting a book

Teacher confers with students
Observe and listen closely to the child 
reading
Make note of the observed reading 
behaviors
Think of a focus for the student to practice
and make note 
Explicitly model/teach the strategy to the 
student
Listen to the student practice the skill
Plan for next steps and make note
Encourage and compliment the reader

Pensive notes
Title of selection the student 
is reading 

Teacher observations of 
reading behavior 

Teacher suggestion for 
practice 

Targets for child 

Plan for next step



Prompts for conferencing
How's your reading going? or Talk to me 
about your reading.
What are you thinking about your book?
What is the best part of your reading so 
far?
Is this a good book choice for you?
Are you enjoying this author? What are 
you discovering about the book/author?
Listen to your reading. How does it 
sound?
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How well are you understanding 

your book?

Do you have any questions for me? 

How can I help?

Are there any confusing parts? 

What can you do when you're 

confused?

Is this book "just right" for you? 

Why or why not?

What do you think about your 

reading list so far? Is it limited by 

genre, series, etc?
Let me show you a way to figure out 

that word.

In today's mini-lesson, we... Have you 

tried that strategy?

How are you doing with what you just 

learned in the mini-lesson?

What problems have you encountered 

that I can help you with? 

Monitor and Reflect

Extend Problem Solving

Prompting Guide
Not sure what to suggest to a
student to focus their reading 

and practice? 
Use the guided reading 

prompting guide. Look at the 
lexile level and listen for 

some of the skills listed for 
that level in the guide. 


